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Abstract
The analysis of negative impact of flexible mechatronics system time variable parameter and its reduction or complete
elimination possibility is presented in this contribution. The LMS adaptive filter is proposed to use for reduction of double notch
filter insufficient effect, which was initially integrated into system for flexible joint parasitic frequencies elimination. Simulation
experiments results - step response and control quality analysis confirmed the correctness of suggestion of LMS adaptive filter
using.
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1. Introduction
This contribution deals with special case of flexible mechatronics system – DC motor with flexible joint
containing in-time variable parameter affecting the coupling properties. A DC motor angular velocity controller was
designed by standard method of controller design - Modulus Optimum Method. A flexible connection is
characterized by undesirable frequencies occurrence. In case of time invariable joint parameters in relation to this
control design method, a double notch filter was used and enough to eliminate these parasitic resonant and
antiresonant frequencies. Because of static character of double notch filter, variability of flexible joint key
parameters can result in filter efficiency reduction. In case of joint variable parameter occurrence, an additional LMS
adaptive filter is proposed to use together with simplified model of rigid connection system for generating of desired
signal for LMS algorithm.
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2. Flexible mechatronics system model
The DC motor (DCM) with flexible coupling as analysed mechatronics system is chosen. A special type of
drive – torque motor was analysed. This type of drive is characterized by high torsion moment at relatively low
speed.
If the inertia of the transmission mechanisms is small compared to the motor and load, the flexible coupling
between the motor and load can be treated as a two-mass motor/load system [1], [5] described with mathematical
model in form of algebraic differential equations system (1)…(6) [11].
The electric subsystem [4] is represented by equations:
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The mechanical subsystem [4] is represented by equations:
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Table 1. Analysed system parameters.
Parameter
Ra
La
cΦ
JM
JL
b12
d12

Unit
Ω
mH
Nm/A
kg/m2
kg/m2
Nms
Nm

Description
armature current
resistance and inductance of armature winding
torque constant
inertia of the motor rotor
inertia of the load
damping of the transmission
spring constant of the transmission

Value
0.02
100
0.3
10
60
0.1
4

A coupling flexibility is a source of the antiresonant and resonant frequencies, which can lead up to whole system
instability. A double notch filter for this spurious frequencies elimination is chosen. The filter is represented as a
subsystem, whose transfer function contains complex conjugate poles and zeros. These conjugate poles and zeros
induce resonant and antiresonant frequencies in the logarithmic frequency characteristics (LFCh). The filter
coefficients are set up to compensate system antiresonant frequency by filter resonant frequency and conversely, that
system resonant frequency was compensated by filter antiresonant frequency [2].
The numerator and denominator of filter transfer function are defined as:
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where:
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In (9) are characteristic parameters of two-mass system with flexible joint (FJ):
x
x
x
x

ωr
ωa
ξr
ξa

system resonant frequency
system antiresonant frequency
damping coefficient of system resonant frequency
damping coefficient of system antiresonant frequency

The aim of this paper is to focus on the case where one (or more) parameter of flexible joint is time variable.
Let’s assume that parameter d12, which represents a flexibility of transition, is varying in time. Because of resonant
and antiresonant frequencies of whole system depends on coefficient d 12 (9), we assume that this variation can affect
a control quality of this mechatronics system. For best observability of this variability influence, the variation
function is set in form:
d12(t)

0.6 d12 sin t π/ 20  d12

(10)

which means that joint flexibility is varying between 60% with frequency reflecting the whole system dynamics.
Simulation model of flexible joint with variable flexibility [9] was created in form as shown in Fig. 1.

a

b

Fig. 1. Simulation model of analysed system: (a) variable flexible joint; (b) variation function for d12 variation.
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An influence of flexibility variability was analysed by Matlab linearization tool using open loop models of DCM
with flexible joint, double notch filter and DCM+FJ with double notch filter together as is shown in Fig. 2 with
parameters specified in Table 1, based on system logarithmic amplitude-frequency characteristic (LAFCh).

Fig. 2. Simulation model for LAFCh analysis.

The analysis was performed using Matlab script (Fig. 3) in which a loop was used for simulation of joint
flexibility variation during monitored time period.

Fig. 3. Matlab script for variation of coupling flexibility analysis.
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Based on the results shown in Fig. 5 is evident, that flexibility variation causes reduction of double notch filter
positive influence in resonant and antiresonant frequencies elimination because of moving these frequencies across
frequency spectrum (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. LAFCh of mechatronics system and notch filter independently.

Fig. 5. LAFCh of system and notch filter together.
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3. Control system design
The control system design was based on idealized condition where the infinitely rigid connection was considered
instead of flexible connection between actuator and a load. This condition is described as:
J

JM  JL

(11)

Oversimplified model of system as transfer function of this adjusted mechatronics system has a form:
G DCMFJ (s)

cM

(12)

2

(J M  J L )La s  (J M  J L )Ra s  cM 2

The Modulus Optimum Method for PID controller design was used from a large number of existing known
methods [3], [8], [7].
For controller of PID type in form:

G R (s)

r0 

r1
 r1 s
s

(13)

has an opened control loop form:
Go(s)

0.3r1 s 2  0.3r0 s  0.3r1

(14)

7 s 3  1.4s 2  0.09s

Following an assumption that ideal closed control system transfer function has a value approaching to one, the
equation involving real part of open control loop frequency response has form:
Go(s)
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The coefficients of PID controller are solved based on equations system in matrix form solution:
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Table 2. PID (MOM) controller parameters.
Parameter

Value

r0

0.1602

r–1

0.0199

Optimum

Method

are

in
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–0.0323

The simulation was performed as a feedback control of angular velocity by simulation model (Fig. 6) that
consists of:
x controlled system – actuator electrical part and flexible connection of actuator with load (with static and variable
flexibility)
x controller GR(s)
x double notch filter
x control quality measurement subsystem (Fig. 9)

Fig. 6. Simulation model of angular velocity feedback control.
Transmission parameter (d12) variability implies deterioration of control process quality because of notch filter
efficiency reduction, which is evident from the closed loop step response (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Actuator angular velocity in static flexibility vs. variable flexibility system.

The proposal for elimination of flexibility variability negative influence is an adaptive LMS filter using. The
LMS filter is represented in Matlab as LMS Filter block using the least mean-square (LMS) algorithm [6], [10]. This
algorithm is defined by the following equations:
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y(n)

w T (n  1 ) u (n)

e(n)

d(n)  y(n)

w (n)

(17)

α w (n  1 )  f( u (n),e(n),μ)

The weight update function for the LMS adaptive filter algorithm is defined as:

f( u (n),e(n),μ)

μe(n) u* (n)

(18)

The variables are as follows:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

n
the current time index
u(n) the vector of buffered input samples at step n
u*(n) the complex conjugate of the vector of buffered input samples at step n
w(n) the vector of filter weight estimates at step n
y(n) the filtered output at step n
e(n) the estimation error at step n
d(n) the desired response at step n
μ
the adaptation step size

As a desired signal for LMS filtering a signal from simplified control loop with infinitely rigid connection was
used.
The resulting suggested closed loop circuit (Fig. 8) designed for quality analysis consists of:
x control loop with flexible mechatronics system with variable flexibility, notch filter and adaptive LMS filter
x simplified control loop with infinitely rigid connection (for desired signal generation for LMS filter)
x control loop with flexible mechatronics system with static flexibility and notch filter (for simplified control loop
using verification)
x control loop with flexible mechatronics system with variable flexibility and notch filter (for LMS filter using
efficiency analysis)

Fig. 8. The complex simulation model for quality analysis.
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4. Control quality analysis
The quality of control process has been evaluated based on integral criteria of quality for control error space,
acquired through the simulation subsystem shown in Fig. 9 and consists of:
x
x
x
x

Integral Square Error (ISE)
Integral Time Square Error (ITSE)
Integral Absolute Error (IAE)
Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE)

Fig. 9. The simulation subsystem for integral criteria measurement.

A set of several runs of simulation experiments was realized with different parameters settings of LMS filter. A
combination of LMS filter with and without notch filter using was analysed too. Obtained simulation results
confirm assumption, that LMS filter using can positive affect control process in case of flexible joint of
mechatronics system flexibility variability occurrence in both simulated scenarios – with or without notch filter
using, as is shown in Table 3 as a control quality comparison and in Fig. 10 as a shape of motor angular velocity
characteristics.
Table 3. Simulation experiments results.
quality criterion

using LMS

without LMS

IAE

using notch
5.32E+03

without notch
5.30E+03

using notch
6.63E+03

without notch
6.08E+03

ITAE

7.40E+04

7.33E+04

2.16E+05

1.21E+05

ISE

1.06E+06

1.05E+06

1.09E+06

1.07E+06

ITSE

8.11E+06

8.19E+06

1.01E+07

9.67E+06
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a

b

Fig. 10. Motor angular velocity in variable flexibility system: (a) without notch filter; (b) with notch filter.

5. Conclusion
In this contribution a special case of flexible mechatronics system, containing in-time variable parameter
affecting the coupling flexibility, was analysed. This variable flexibility has significant negative influence to control
quality, while speed controller was designed by Modulus Optimum Method for PID controller design. In case of
constant flexibility in relation to this standard method of control design, a double notch filter is enough to eliminate
parasitic resonant and antiresonant frequencies. In case of variable flexibility, additional LMS adaptive filter is
proposed to use together with simplified model of rigid connection system for generating of desired signal for LMS
algorithm. A set of different simulation experiments was realized with different LMS filter parameters settings. A
combination of LMS filter with and without notch filter using was analysed too. Simulation experiments results step response and control quality analysis confirmed the correctness of LMS adaptive filter using suggestion, while
correctly configured adaptive LMS filter is by IAE, ITAE and ISE criteria capable to replace double notch filter as
originally used correcting element.
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